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SI.JMMARY

This paper describes the user interface facilities of the ECLIPSE integrated project support
environment. This interface is based on a consistent metaphor called the'control panel'metaphor
and includes standard help and message-handling systems. The paper describes these as well
as some of the interface standards which have been developed. The interface has been
implemented on top of the'applications interface', which provides a portable, hardware-indepen-
dent interface for software tools.

KEy woRDs Software engineering environment User interface ECLIPSE Help system

INTRODUCTION

ECLIPSE is a large-scale integrated project support environment (or IPSE) which has
been built in the U.K. by a consortium of universities and systems companies. It is a
database-centred environment with the database provided by PCTE (portable common
tool environment), an emerging European standard on which environments can be
built. ECLIPSE is intended to be a general-purpose environment which may be tailored
to support a variety of application domains, but the initial versions of the system will
concentrate on supporting real-time systems development using MASCOT and Ada
and data processing systems development using a method called LSDM.

An early design decision made in the ECLIPSE project was that integration should
not simply be at the database level but that the user interface (UI) should also present
an integrated system view. As ECLIPSE IPSE products are intended for release in
the late 1980s, it was decided that the user interface should be tailored exclusively to
bit-mapped high-resolution workstations. This decision allowed us to assume that each
engineer's workstation would have significant local processing power and meant that
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we could design an interface which is based
language interaction.

on graphics rather than on command

When this work began in 1984, no other IPSEs had been developed, and bit-mapped
workstations were only just becoming available. There was no directly *f*""iiii"rature
on which we could base our work. However, concurrent with the wlrk described here,
the ASPECT IPSEl adopted a different, more fundamental approach to user interface
construction.2 Rather tfT_!gi]g on top of existing facilities^(and therefore live with
their limitations), the ASPECT projeit developei a compleie user-interface sysrem
from scratch, including a window -utt"g".. This allowed a uery "";i.,.;;--oa"t or
user interaction to be presented. This afproach was not adopted in ECLIpSE partly
because we felt that the practical advaniages (cost, reduced risk, pott"Uiliig io U"
gained.by reusing,existing.software- (such "r ih. workstation *indo* -"rr'ui.-.rrt
system.) outweighed the limitations (lack of consistency and predictability) this'some-
times imposed.

The lack of directly relevant work in this application domain also posed difficulties
when we came to consider fundamentals of cognitive science which ttlight t" l"t.r,urrt
to our work. AlthoLrgh work- by Price and Cordova3 on the use of ,io,r.. buttons,
Tullisa on menu design and Marcuss on screen design was taken into account, those
cognitive scientists with whom we discussed. the gineral problem had difficulty in
understanding the concept of an IPSE, and ultimatily presented advice which was so
:"lJT!lL"ry as to be useless. However, more recent work (not available to us when
ECLIPSE was designed) such as rhat described by Dix et )1.6 -uy ;;;; .!t"uu.t
to environment-interface design, as these workeis are considering this uppti"utio.,
domain.

-I"-ll!"_ development environments such .as Interlisp,T Cedars or Smalltalk,e
ECLIPSE is. an open environment and is not integrated aiound a single progru;-furg
language. The tight tool integration between lanluage and supporitoot. |ffered in
single-language environments could not be provide"d. F.ather, we adopted ur upprou"f,
1v-hic.h was pioneered in the Xerox Star system and made generally kno*r, in th^e'Apple
Macintosh, whereby all tools adopted ̂  to--or interfaci style and made use of a set
of standard routines to create theiiuser interface. A detailed dlscription of the aDoroach
adopted, called Control Panels, is given by Reid and Welland.r0 

---- -rr^

..As part of .the provision of a consistent framework of interaction, we decided that
all messages, includinghelp texts, from the environment to the user should be presented
in a similar fashion. This can be accomplished by defining standards, but w! decided
that a more reliable.and 

:g.j-:lfg"Jltj approach was to piovide a standard -essaging
system which is used by all ECLIPSE tools. In practice, we discovered that help texts
are quite different from other messages, so we irave built a separate handler for help
texts and have a mandatory requirement that all tools should provide help frames
describing their use.

This paper is exclusively concerned with a general presentation of the ECLIpSE
user interface and does. not describe specific tools developed during ttre BCiipSB
project. We present a brief overview of ECLIPSE and describe tlie user interface
metaphor which is a standard approach for interacting with all ECLIpSE tools. The
interrelated help_and message systems are then descri6ed and, finally, -" dir"r.. o.r,
approach to implementation.

.The initial proto_type implementation of the ECLIPSE UI was as a set of C programs
which interacted directly with the facilities provided on Sun workstations. However,
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the decision to base ECLIPSE on PCTE, which provides its own set of UI primitives,

and the commercial requirement of portability meant that we needed an alternative

approach which was less closely tied to Sun library software.'Thn. 
we have based the final UI implementations on what we call the 'applications

interface'. This is an interface layer between ECLIPSE applications and the UI

primitives provided by the workstation. In ECLIPSE, the applications interJace has

L."n -uppld onto the underlying SunView primitives and, at the time of writing, an

implementation using the PCTE UI facilities is under way.
thi. p"p"t descriLes a development project rather than a research project. Our

objective *". to build an interface to a very complex system which helped the_ user to

master that complexity; we did not set out to carry out fundamental research in UI

design nor to build a generalized user-interface management system. All of the software

desciibed here has be-en written in C, is currently operational on Sun workstations and

is now shipped as part of the ECLIPSE IPSE product marketed by the industrial

collaborators on the ECLIPSE project.

THE ECLIPSE ENVIRONMENT

ECLIPSE is a software engineering environment which has been developed in the

U.K. It is a large-scale projict (150+ person-years) which has been implemented by

three systems cJmpanies and three universities with funding support from the Alvey

Directorate. The Alvey Directorate manages the U.K.'s national research programmes

in software engineering, VLSI, artificial intelligence and user-interface design.

ECLIPSE runs on Sun workstations and provides an object-management system

built on top of PCTE along with a number of tools which are geared towards the

support of ioftware design. The system provi{{:s_39c_t1t9 fine-grain_d.at1bV making

usi'of a two-tier database.ll The structure of ECLIPSE is il lustrated in Figure 1.

The tools which are available in the initial version of ECLIPSE include a generic

design-editing system which may be tailored to support any design T"!!9d based on

diagiammatiC techniques,12 an Ada cross-compilation system for Intel 286 processors

Figure I. The structure of ECLIPSE
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and associated host tools to support that- Ad_a -sJstem, 
13 a design-support system forMASCOT and a design s.upport system for LSDM. nlescoi% ir 

""-i.*i"riethod

for real-time systems which is *iaeiy used in the.Europear, def.n"e ";-;;;i?;. lsonris a. development of SSADMIs whicir has been adopted as a U.K. Government standard
and which is used, fairly w.idely, in Europe"r, "rd in some u.s. organi;;;i;;.'

As well as the work described here, other work in the general area o"f user interaction
with software-engineering environments has been carriet out as part of the ECLIpSEproject. This has involved investigating the use of iconic interfaces t.;r";i; "r*irorr-ments and developing a-generic graphical editing system. However, u"'trri. work isperipheral to the main.Ul progtamme, we have ioicorrered it here. e' ou"rui"* orthe,PCL,IPSE system is given-by Alderson et al.r6 and a comprehensive description
bv Bott. 17

"ECLIPSE 
is built.on top of the portable common tool environment, pCTE,rs, rs

which was develop-eqjJ i consortium of European countries as a common basistor envrronments' PCTE provides an object-management system based on an entityrelationship model that.manages a databasl distribuied over a network of workstations.
It also .provides primitives fJr user-interface.support "rrd p.o""rs management. It iscompatible with Unix System V so that Unix applicationi may run without changeunder PCTE.

METAPHORS AND STANDARDS
In designing an integrated interface to ECLIPSE there were two distinct problems toconsider. How should the interfaces of individual tools be represented and what should
the overall environment in which ECLIPSE tools execute ilok fike? System.-..r"t ".the-Apple Macintosh.have an instantly recognizable'house style'which i..r..Jio, ulltools' Anapplication has a menu bar across i19 t9n, giving access to pull-down menus,
each window used by the_application has a title nui,"*tri""tr can be used for moving orclosing the window, scroll bits ate standardized, etc. We wished to design " .ir"1"rfy
recognizable house style for ECLIPSE and to ensure that tools behavei consistently
d"tllg common operations such as start-up and shut_down.

. , Ih" best developed- examples of integraied user interfaces are those based on the'oesk-top- metaphor'^ we- argr.re that this mctaphor is not relevant for the majority ofthe user roles identifie{ {gr ECIIpSB, and our observations suggest that explriencedsoftware engineers find this type of interface counterproductive. The reason for this isthat its'principal entities ate office documents with a limited set of allowed ope.alions
such as move, delete,. etc- Softwa-re engineers are concerned with p;;;r;;:;J.igr.
and specifications which have different sets of allowed operations (such as compile,
link,. check, etc.). The number-of possible operations appfied to softiare is, typ1c"1y,
much larger than those allowed using the. desk-top *.iaphor, and the op.r#|r. ur.not readily represented using simplelconic representations.

The facilities provided by the window-management system of a workstation, such
as the Sun, are aime$ at^9lPert users. They are"not suitable in their raw form for theless technical users of ECLIPSE. Therefori, *" looked for some compromise between
the easy-to-understand but simplistic desk-top metaphor and the terse command lan-
9""99 offered by systems such as Unix. In short, we sought to devetop u 

-gr"pt 
i""f

interface with sufficient functionality for the more experiJnced .r.".. Th" ipp'ro""r,
which was finally adopted is termed the 'control panel" metaphor. 

-- -
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Control panels

The concept of control panels was introduced to provide the unifying metaphor for

the ECLIPSB Ut. The objective is to stimulate the control panels which are available

with many complex pieces of equipment, to provide both status information and

controls. Analogbus concepts are provided within ECLIPSE software 99n1r9l panels.

One lesson to be learned from hardware control panels was to avoid information

overload, the extreme example of which is probably an aircraft cockpit. Fortunately,
much of the information can be hidden using menus, thus avoiding having a screen

full of control and status information.
We identified five basic types of objects which are sufficient to provide the necessary

functionality in our control panels.

L Button. A button is an object which when picked ('pressed') always initiates a
single action, such as screen dump. Every time a button is picked it initiates the
same action, its effect is not context dependent.

2. Menu. A menu displays a list of objects one of which can be chosen by the user
to initiate some action; a typical use is command selection. The contents of menus
may depend on the context in which the user is working.

3. Stite silector. A state selector is a composite symbol consisting of a menu and a
value. The value displays the current state and the menu provides a mechanism
for changing that state. An example of the use of a state selector is in representing
multiple-modes; the value part of the state selector shows the current mode; this
value-can be changed by selecting the new value from the associated menu.

4. Sign. A sign is a two-part object which has a fixed title and a value. The value
pait tttay bl static, dynamic (changed by the system) or user-changeable. A static
iign might be used to display the name of the current user, whereas a dynamic
sign could be used for the display of error messages. A user-changeable sign
might be used in an editor to display the name of the file being edited. To save
*oik to a different file, the user simply overtypes the old file name in the sign
with the new.

5. Light. A light is an indicator with a binary status, either on or off. Lights are
commonly used to indicate whether a window is current, that is, the window to
which the keyboard is attached, or a process is busy.

Once we had identified these basic objects, we designed a set of icons to represent them.

The set of shapes shown in Figure 2 is the result of experimenting with different

possibilities. AJ the project has progressed various minor changes have teen made to

ihese icons. The guiding principles for designing the shapes were that they needed to

be easily distinguiihable and sufficiently regular that they could easily_be.fitted into a

,""ron"tl. arealnd could contain text labels. Although we accept that the icons chosen

may be less than ideal from a graphical design point of -view, the overriding pragmatic

consideration was the need to make most effective use of scarce screen space. The user-

changeable sign labelled 'Title' in Figure 2 includes the visual cue '-)' to indicate that

the uier may provide an input by typing into the value part of it'
Provision is made for a two-state light to reassure the user that the system has not

crashed when a long operation is taking place. Tools should arrange for the light to
'flash' during time-consuming operations to indicate to the user that the system is still

active.
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Figure 2. Control panel object representations

The ECLIPSE UI uses the concept of a_c_ontrol panel as the principal means of
controlling the major functions of both ECLIPSE as a whole una itraiyiaual appli-
cations, such as a design editorrz that run under ECLIPSE. However, tt " "orrtrot-
panel metaphor, like most metaphors, is not the answer to all probl.-.. 1.n. "orrtrot
panel is primarily of use for sele-ting options, setting contextuaf information, in.,roking
infrequently used major actions and invoking critiial actions. Frequently r*J "o*-
mands that cannot be easily grouped "t" no1 sensible contenders io, p"n.l buttons
since the user would. spend a gteai deal of time 'mousing' around the control p"""f .

.For example, consider a text editor. The general movJment and editing commands
within the text should be accessed via some other mechanism, such is kevboard
commands, function keys etc. conversery, file selection, editing *oJ., d"p12l/ mode
etc. would be suitable actions for invocation via the_ conirol pan"el using, roi ll"-pt",
menus or buttons. Similarly, actions such as invoking the help systelm, "f".l"L ln.
yiL{9*' aborting or terminating the application should6e provided ".i"g io";ii"r,.t
facilities.

Control panel layout standards
Once we had settled on a set of concepts and symbols we needed to ensure consistent

5e oj these objects by defining controi panel layout conventions. It was in this area
that fundamental work such as that of Marcus,s"Price and Cordov"l"nJE;;"1^ *".
most useful. Based on this work, we formulated a number of outline standards r?garding
the design of menus and the use of buttons in ECLIpSE.

1. M-enu options should be centred on a block basis rather than on a per-line basis.
2. The ordering of options within a menu should reflect a logical gr";ii;g ";iopri-

ate to the task at hand.
3. Frequently used or safe actions should be placed at the top of a menu, less
. fjlq_"_"I4y used or unsafe actions should be placed at the bottom.
4. ECLIPSE butto-ns are provided for both ,rn."i" actions, such as'exit', and actions

which do not fall naturally into a logical grouping, such as ,help'.
5. A user selection from a menu should be confiimJd visually by inversion.
To achieve visual consistency we recommend relative positions for the various oblects

within the.control panel. Signs.should appear to the lefi of the contJ p-"i, irri;*.a
by state selectors and menus, then buttons and hnally lights to the righi of the "orrtrot

f f i f f i f f i
Signs SEtteselectc

f f i  M ,
Buton Ughts

I M.^, -l

I selectcd iem I
ldenu

State 2
. / \
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panel. However, the designers of control panels often found good reasons (or excuses!)

io ,,"ry the positions of the objects. An example of a typical control panel taken from

the ECLIPSE help system is shown in Figure 6.
The details of application control panels vary, but certain objects appear in.nearly

all control panels. Fbr """*ple, an 'Exit' button should always be provided and.every

tool should use this button in a consistent way. The implementation of exit is obviously

application-dependent but confirmation of exit without updating is always required.
' 

in gene.ul, confirmation of destructive actions must be provided via a pop-up selector

contai"ning visual targets. The action must be confirmed by positioning the cursor over

atarget uid "li"kingi *on." button. The wording of the_targets must be unambiguous

and Ihey must be far enough apart to prevent accidentally hitting the -wrong target.

The Sun software automitically includes a'name stripe' at the top of every window

created; it cannot be removed without modifying the window manager' therefore we

decided to standardize its use. In ECLIPSE, the name stripe is used to display the

name of the component associated with the window and the component version details.

Screen organization standards

At the beginning of the project we attempted to define a general screen organization,

suitable for"a variEty of appfibations. Our objective was to establish a convention for

screen organization so tfrai- aimerent tools presented a consistent window interface to

the user.-Th.r. we hoped to recommend window sizes and layouts but toolmakers or

end-users could change these if warranted by particular circumstances.

In principle, the w-orkstation's 19 inch screen was capable of holding tyo windows

side bv sidi. where each window is the size of a normal (A4) piece of paper' We

thought it desirable to be able to view two large windows simultaneously, as well as

smalier windows, but the limited screen size meant that a double ,{4 display left no

room for console windows, status displays or'parking' of icons'

Experiments were carried out using a number of different founts available on the

S.rn io try and achieve a compromist between a comfortable fount size and a usable

display aiea. The recommended aspect ratio for windows is that the sides should be

in the ratio one to root two or 'goldett rectangle'.zr An attempt to define landscape

windows to fit this ratio, in the sime orientation as the screen, led to windows which

were either too shallow to be usable or so large that only one would fit on the screen!

Our preferred layout was to have two portrait windows, in the recommended aspect

ratio, juxtaposed, tut the only fount *hich would allow this was too small to read.

Thereiore, 
^a 

readable fount was chosen and windows defined to be the maximum

length which can be obtained, producing an aspect ratio of about 1 to I'23. These

wirido* dimensions are intended as guidelines for applications but some ECLIPSE

tools, especially those using graphics, require a larger working area.

Initialiy, we sought to avoid overlapping windows for the reasons set out by Cohen

et al.zz Overlappiig windows can bb-awkward to manage, waste screen space and

difficult to find. bvirlapping windows tend to increase the memory load on users and

require them to be famiiiar with the window manipulation- facilities. A tiled solution

was considered, but our need for large windows (particularly for editing) made us

reject this approach. In practice, users of ECLIPSE use overlapping windows exten-

sively becausi -"ny appiications seem to need larger windows than can comfortably

be accommodated in half of the workstation screen.
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In summarY: we failed to establish a workable standard for screen layout whichwould be applicable to all ECLIPSE users. Given thar screen sizes are unlikely toincrease significantly (because of cost and the.p""" o"".rpied), we believe that it isprobably impossible to achieve an acceptable standard *h'.r" the user community isexperienced and diverse and where the applications require large windo* .i;...

THE MESSAGE SYSTEM
As well as the information displayed as part of the normal running of an ECLIpSEtool, there are occasions when i tool y+"! to outpui messages to the user forinformation' errors'-diagnostics etc. The ECLIPSE ;"'..;g" system provides the toolbuilder with the software to handle these messages and piovides the user with someability to choose how and when these messages ire dispiayed.

One of the characteristics of a project support enrrirorrment like ECLIPSE, is thewide variety of potential users and thiir. kno'r,vledge ""J rtiil.. A great deal of thoughtwas given to how a message system could accomirodate this varie"ty and still -"irrtui.a consistent approach. other systems have adopted a numb., oi "ppro".rr.. ir, ".,attempt to solve th: 
llPle1n, 

including classifying users on skill levei .rr"h "s ,roui"",experienced' ̂ elperl, or .by layerittg -.-..ug.s io t-hat the user can repeatedly ask formore levels of detail. It is very difficult to i,rn. this sort of system as a user,s skill levelmay be -":l higher in one iask than another and he o, .li" may get frustrated withmessages which are too terse or verbose.
The method chosen for ECLIpsE involved three main design decisions:
1. Separate the message texts from the code.
2. Structure the message rexts.
3. Link messages into ihe help system.

The first is fundamental .and involves grouping the message texts into message sets.These sets are not built into a tool bui "r.-r.id at run-tirie. ih;.;il;; "ii;'-"ri""message sets to be provided without rebuilding the software. Thus -"..ug"-.;t. i'languages such as French or German can be p"roduced or1p."i"l, more explanatorymessages created for training purposes.
The objective of the -.s.ig-. is to be positive and guiding rather than negative andaccusatory so each message contains a brief summary"of the"problem and u s-uesestio.of what to do about it' The experienced user who ,""og.rir"riir; *tH ,,'"rl?a ""further than the first few words whereas the novice, ot i-"J"J the expert encountering amessage for the first time, may read the whole message.
The structure of the message is-equally importantlTh. rrr"..uges are single linesallowing-parameter substitution so thai run-time specific information, such as the nameof a database object, can be incorporated. For."u-pr., u--L."g. in the systerr-igrr,

Interaction: "writing to file $1 is not allowed; check file protection,,:
Help-> Write protection.

This specifies the TTS18e- type (Interac1i91), the message text where the parameter
$1 can be substituted with th" hle nu-. which'the ,r.", L'. tried to access, i.rJ" lrrtto the help system.
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If the message itself is not sufficiently explanatory, the user can call for help. Each
message can be linked to a frame of help information as described in the following
section. To display the relevant frame the user simply selects the 'Help'button, which
is available from every ECLIPSE tool. The user then has access to all the help frames
relevant to the current context plus as much detail as has been stored in the help
database. Displaying this information in a separate window of the workstation enables
the help text to be viewed alongside the problem.

The message system and the help system are closely related. Their relationship is
illustrated in Figure 3.

Message types

All ECLIPSE messages are typed and the tool builder decides at which points in the
code a message should be generated. Generating a message simply involves specifying a
message identifier plus any substitution parameters and a message type.

Message types fall into three classes:

l. Interaction messages. These are messages which provide details of the status of
an ECLIPSE interaction. The interaction message types are information, warning,
error andfatal. Messages of this type are generated by tools for users, although
it must be emphasizedthat there is no need to indicate the message type to the
tool user.

2. Input messages. These are messages of type comment which allow users to provide
feedback to tool builders.

3. System messages. These are messages which provide system information and
which are generated by tools for tool builders and system administrators. The
types in this class are metric, diagnostic, traching, console, security and system.

Comments are a way of capturing users' observations about ECLIPSE and any of
its tools. During any session, a user is able to record comments about any probiems
encountered or about any feature of the system which he or she likes or dislikes.
Comment messages are logged for subsequent analysis by tool builders.

Helpframes

Itigure 3. The help and messaging systems
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.Having assigned the type., the tool generating the message calls the message system,
which extracts the required message iext, prepends the tlpe descriptor anfi ,oL,". i,
to a number of possible destinations depending upon the"type of the -...ug". 

-

Message routeing and logging
One of the most irritating features of some software systems is the generation of

l1Y1t9q-essages which interrupt a.user's work. One of ihe design objEctives oi,f,"
Pqf-|ry-E message system was to allow users to control the messages generated by
ECLIPSE tools.

Each ECLIPSE user has an associated messag.e log in which all generated messages
may be retained. This faciliql was included to allow an evaluation 6f BCIIpSE usage
and to record, in an unambiguous way, problems which users encountered with
ECLIPSE software. Messages may be direcied to the log as well as the user's screen.
In fact, the message system recognizes three possible dJstinations:

(i) the usei's current window
(ii) the console
(iii) the user's message log.

The destination of each message type is governed by a routeing table which allows users
to-change the destination of messages beiween sessions or betwieen tool invocations. The
table assigns to each message type zero or more of the possible three routes 1to igror.
a class of .mes-sages,.zero routes are specified). For eiample, a user mighi *iih to
suppress all information and warning messages but see "troi.. He or she m"ight choose
to display fatal messages.(messages which iesult from an unrecoverable erior) in the
current window and on the console as well as recording them in the message iog. All
other types mighl be routed to the message log for lateianalysis. Any -essalg."i3gg"a
are time-stamped and include extra information about the tool involved. 

e <

Y""y- of the system functions in ECLIPSE use the message log to record events
such as loggTg_ol_and off, tool invocation and deletion, hence-pro'iiding an event log
for a users' ECLIPSE session. The log is simply a texi file ani "un b"-pro"..."j U!
any of the text handling utilities to produce repirts or statistical information.

THE HELP SYSTEM

O-n-line help syst^e^ms have been used extensively and with mixed success in a number
of environments.23 The prime objective of a help system is to give users the information
they need quickly and to assist them to relate thai informatioir to the task in hand. All
too often, users have to. search through reams of information by which time they may
have forgotten the original problem. Alternatively, by the time users return to their
task, the details of the help information may have been forgotten!

The ECLIPSE help system.attempts to overcome both'these problems. First, it
keeps track'of what the user is doing and offers context-related help; ,""onJiy, it
displays the help text in a separate window thus allowing the user to compare that text
with the output from the current task.

In general, help systems can be classified into three broad rypes:
(i) tutorials
(ii) on-line manuals or reference volumes
(iii) memory job/contextual help.
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The ECLIPSE help system concentrates on providing context help together with a
general browsing facility of available functionality. No attempt is made to provide an
interactive tutorial system.

It has been recognizedthat ECLIPSE will include a growing number of tools which
may be developed explicitly or may be brought in as foreign tools. The foreign tools
may have their own help systems, and the ECLIPSE help system is designed to enable
these 'alien' systems to be, at least partly, integrated. As an example, ECLIPSE
includes tools which are documented by UNIX manual pages, and the help system
provides a hook facility by which the relevant manual pages can be collected and
displayed.

The help information architecture

It is important to structure help information so that users can see the level of detail
appropriate to their current context and, at the same time, have the freedom to navigate
around the complete help database. The help database is held as part of the ECLIPSE
database and is organized to reflect the way ECLIPSE software is structured.

For each ECLIPSE tool, a help frame-set is produced to describe that tool. The
unit of help is the frame, and each frame has a name and title plus a page of information.
The frame-set has a hierarchic structure in which progressively more detail is provided
as the user descends the hierarchy. Links can also be added to refer to related frames,
both within the current frame-set and to frames in other frame-sets. The result is a
network database where frames are logically grouped with tools or components but
where it is possible to interlink the groups as desired. The help system then provides
the access points to this database plus the tools to navigate it. This is illustrated in
Figure 4.

Figure 4 is a simplified diagram of part of the help frame network. It shows two
frame sets, one for editing in general and another for editing software designs. By
following links, the user may easily move between these. Of course, the practical link
structure is much more complex than that shown in Figure 4'

As a software tool is used, the user's context within that tool changes as different
phases or levels of processing are accessed. At each change, the tool records the help
context by maintaining a stack of references to help frames in the database. Each
ECLIPSE tool has a 'Help' button and, if this button is pressed, the context stack is

F'igure 4. The help information architecture
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transferred to the help tool, which retrieves and displays the topmost frame on the
stack and stores the other frame references for subsequent viewing.

Figure 5 shows the stack structure where the user has invokeJ a tool (the desien
editor), chosen a particular step in the tool (select text) and then encountered an erro'r.
If, at this point, the 'Help' button is pressed, the stack contains three help frames, the
lram_e describing the error, the frame describing text selection and the high level frame
for the design editor. Initially, the frame showing the information most r-elevant to the
user's current context (the error) is displayed. If this information is inadequate the
user can then call up further frames for display as required.

Object selection

Selection help text

Figure 5. The HELP stach stntcture

Help display and navigation

_-The help tool displays.help frames in a separate window as illustrated in Figure 6.
The top two panels provide control facilities for the help tool, whereas the lorv'er two
contain the page of help information and the primary navigation facilities.

The help tool is normally invoked from another tool with relevant context as
described above but it can also be invoked by command with suitable parameters to
identify the required access point into the help database. In each case, the help tool
runs asynchronously with other tools, and the user may read context-related information
9l may browse the help database. If the user only needs a memory jog, the first frame
displayed might contain all the information he or she needs. If more information is
required the navigation panel is used to traverse the help database.

The first frame of information displayed can be replaced by one showing more detail
by the user selecting one of the entries under the title 'Furiher Informaiion'. A lew
fr-ame is displayed and the navigation panel is changed to reflect any further breakdown
of information available. Links from the current frame to other frames of interest are
listed under 'Related Topics' and can be selected in the same way using the mouse.

A history list of help frames visited is maintained under 'Previous Frames', enabling
the user to retrace his or trer steps. This helps to avoid the problem, common to man!
help systems, of getting lost in the help database and being unable to get back to the
original entry point. An allied problem is remembering frames of inteiest, and users
sometimes have to note frames to which they may wish to return. To avoid the chore
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Figure 6. The ECLIPSE help tool

of writing down frame references, the help system provides a marking facility whereby
the user flags (or marks) a frame as being of interest. The system then maintains this
list which is displayed in the navigation panel under'Marked Frames'.

If the user is browsing, select and search facilities on the help database are available
through the lower of the two control panels. If the name of a frame is known, this is
typed into the sign entitled'Frame Reference', and 'Select' is invoked. That frame is
retrieved and displayed. If help is needed on a particular topic, a topic keyword is
typed into the sign, and 'search' is invoked. This compares the string against frame
names and titles in the database and each one containing the keyword will be recorded.
If a single match is found, that frame will be displayed. If more than one match is
found, their names and titles will be shown and the user may select one for display or
may mark a number of them for subsequent viewing.

The top control panel enables users to suppress certain types of message if they wish
('Error Level'). 'Print' allows a hard copy of the currently displayed frame to be made
and, if necessary, the user may seek help ('Help') on the help system. The comment
facility ('Comment') allows user remarks to be passed to tool builders and'Close'closes
the window to an icon.

THE APPLICATIONS INTERFACb,

Although various window-based systems can present comparable visual interfaces and
styles of interaction to the end-user, the underlying interfaces and mechanisms available
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to applications are different. This has the consequence that applications become bound
to particular window systems. Converting such applications to use a different window
system may involve major restructuring and modification because of the pervasive
nature of managing the user interface and because of the lack of standardization in the
software interfaces provided across window systems.

Some standards, such as the Computer Graphics Interface (CGI) exist, but these
address the problems of managing graphical images. There are not yet any comparable
standards for constructing interfaces which use window-based dialogue -anag..r,
command interfaces or form-filling interfaces. An application which uses windLws,
icons, a mouse and pop-up menus usually has to be written to interface with the
facilities supported by one specific workstarion.

It is to be hoped that this situation will be rectified in future as a standard such as
the X-windows system2a is adopted. Although X-windows has now been accepted by
a number of workstation manufacturers, it was not widely available at the time the
ECLIPSE UI was implemented. Furthermore, it is not supported by PCTE, and our
design constraints were that the system should operate using both Sun workstation and
PCTE UI primitives.

In ECLIPSE, our objective was to provide a high-level abstract interface that allows
user interfaces to be constructed in such a way that applications using this interface
remain independent of the actual I/O devices being used. They should not be bound
to the lower level windowing software interface. The end-result, called the Applications
Interface,2s is an object-based software interface through which tools can inieract with
the end-user without any knowledge of the style of presentation and without knowing
in detail how the end-user interacts with the user interface. It provides an implemen-
tation of control panels but is actually of broader utility and has been used in other
software products.

T!. Applications Interface is implemented by providing a textual description of the
interface objects and operations using a description language called FDL (frame
description language) and by providing an abstract procedural interface for applications.
Tools interact with the user via this procedural interface which is mapped onto the
underlying workstation software.

The abstract user interface

The basis of the high-level abstract user interface supported by the Applications
Interface is a hierarchy of objects representing the various classes of images-that a tool
may need to construct its user interface. There are five levels to the hierarchv. denoted
as the screen, windows, frames, panes and fields. At the frame and field levels there
are several different classes of object, as shown in Figure 7. The object at the root of
the hierarchy, which cannot have a parent, is called the screen and represents the
whole output area available on a workstation. Within the screen, any number of window
objects can be defined although only one of these can be completely visible at any one
time. This restriction has been imposed in order to enhance the portability of the user
interface.

Each window can be subdivided into a set of areas called frames, of which there are
four different classes which support different functional uses of their areas:

L A graphic frame supports the use of graphical primitives for drawing diagrams
and pictures.
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. LIGHT

.TRIM
. BUTTON

Figure 7. The hierarchy of user inteface objects

2. A TTY frame emulates a normal character terminal so that tools which interface
to a character terminal can run unchanged on a workstation.

3. A formatted frame supports the control panel mode of tool interaction as discussed
earlier.

4. A message frame provides a textual output area used for all messages generated
by tools using this interface.

An example of a window containing one of each of the above frame classes is given in
Figure 8. This example also shows the FDL text which is used to generate the interface.

Only a formatted frame can be subdivided. These subdivisions are called panes, and
consist of a set of fields which a tool wishes to manage as a group.

Fields are the lowest level objects in the hierarchy and are generalizations of the
elements of a control panel through which a tool can interact with an end-user. There
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Figure 8. The frame classes supported by the Applications Interface

are four classes of fields, some of which can have different styles of presentation when
visible on the user interface:

L Input c/ass. This class implements the sign and menu control panel objects.
Fields may have a data value entered by the end-user, selected from a list of
values generated dynamically or supplied by the tool. The data value may be
required to satisfy a syntactic pattern and may be subject to a semantic validation
procedure; both of these requirements are specified in FDL.

2. Command class. This class implements control panel buttons. When selected, a
field of this class causes some action, or command, to be executed. The action
may be defined by a procedure within the tool or may be a separate process. In
the latter case the process may be executed synchronously or asynchronously and
may use the TTY frame as its I/O device. The action, its context and messages,
are all specified in FDL.

3. Choice c/ass. This class implements the state selector control panel object. Fields
have a fixed list of possible values, one of which may be chosen by the end-user
or the tool. The list of possible values is specified in FDL and is displayed as a
pop-up menu. The former style is used to define a state or context value, whereas
the latter is used to provide a list of actions from which to chose.

4. Output c/ass. This class implements control panel lights. Fields of this class may
be used to display fixed test and graphical images on the user interface as
commentary to assist the end-user.

Each object is defined to represent two rectangular areas which are always constrained
within the object's parent in the hierarchy. Each rectangular area has a position and
extent relative to its parent and is specified in character units to avoid dependence
upon the pixel resolution of any actual workstation. This spatial relationship determines
where each object will appear when it becomes part of the visible user image.
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The frame description language
In order to provide a machine-independent way of describing user interfaces, we

have developed a notation, called FDL (frame description language) which is used to
set out a textual description of the interface. This description is interpreted at run-
time by the interface management system to generate the actual interface displayed on
the user's workstation.

The relationships between the tool, the FDL interpreter and the FDL description
are shown in Fieure 9.

Figure 9. IrDL and tool interaction

We have deliberately excluded a detailed description of FDL here as it can be
considered as the 'object code' driving the applications interface. As discussed later,
neither tools nor interface designers need have detailed FDL knowledge.

FDL is used to define the hierarchy of objects that are required by a tool, together
with their relative positions and extents. The positions and sizes of the objects are not
available to the tool which uses the FDL, so that the lavout of the obiects mav be
changed without affecting the logic and code of the tool. The FDL definition of the
objects may also specify the initial values of an object's attributes, such as its visibility
and selectability.

The text which labels an interface object must be specified using FDL since it may
not be defined by the tool. The label part of a field allows that field to be selected by
the end-user typing the label name; if text labels are ambiguous the end-user has to
type a sufficient number of characters to identify the required field uniquely. Field
selection using a mouse is controlled entirely by the Applications Interface; the tool
has no knowledge of the mechanisms used and is not concerned with the input devices
available to the end-user.

The text associated with an object may be changed in the FDL without any effect
on the tool. The textual values of the choices in a fixed list must be specified using
the FDL; each choice has an integer value specified with it in the FDL definition, and
this integer is used by tools to reference that choice. This approach allows the order
and textual values of a choice list to be changed without affecting the logic or code of
the tool.

In order to decouple a tool from the FDL specification of its user interface, each
interface object has a name and a set of allowed operations associated with it. Objects
may be referenced with this name by the tool, and by operations to access its attributes.
Thus, tools have a completely procedural interface to an FDL specification and need
not be aware of any details of the interface description language.

387
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Dynamic control of the user interface

At any one time in a system interaction only a subset of all possible interface
operations are valid. If the user attempts an invalid operation, the conventional response
is to generate an error message and allow the user to retry. However, a better approach
is to modify the interface dynamically so that only valid operations are presented to
the user. The interpretative implementation of FDL makes such dynamic interface
modifications possible.

As well as allowing the position and extent of user interface objects to be described,
FDL allows the dynamic response of the user interface to end-user and tool operations
to be specified. For each type of field the FDL description sets out the actions to be
carried out when that field is selected by the end-user or activated by a tool.

For input fields, the FDL description may specify the text of a prompt, a message
to assist the end-user with data entry and a procedure which may dynamically generate
a list of data values from which a choice may be made. For example, say an interface
offers an Ada compilation facility which is initiated by picking an 'Ada' button.
The FDL description might include a procedure which examines the user's current
workspace, selects those entities which are of type 'Ada-source' and presents a menu
of their names to the user. One of these names is then selected as the entity to be
compiled.

The FDL description may also include details of a syntactic pattern which the input
value must match, a procedure (or process) which can validate the input value, an
error message which is displayed if validation fails and a set of actions to be obeyed
when the field's value is successfully updated. These actions can include changing the
values of the attributes of any of the user interface objects, including the visiblity and
selectability attributes. Thus, if an operation is invalid at some point in a user interac-
tion, selection of that operation in the interface may be disabled.

An example of where this facility is used is in the ECLIPSE MASCOT design
editor. Once an entity has been registered in a design database its semantics may not
be changed, although its position on a design diagram may be modified. Thus, once
registered, the operations available to the editor user are restricted so that destructive
operations are simply not presented in the editor operations menu.

For command fields the FDL can be used to specify the procedure (or process) that
provides the required operation, a message to be displayed before the command is
obeyed, whether the end-user is to confirm the action before the command is obeyed,
the context in which to obey the command, an error message to be displayed if the
command fails and a set of actions to be obeved when the command is successful.

The user interface generator

FDL is a powerful notation for specifying interface objects and actions but is a fairly
low-level notation, and consequently interface definitions take some time to write and
to debug (see the FDL example in Figure 8). This is a particular problem when
designing interfaces, as this activity is one which requires a great deal of experiment.
Interfaces are generated, tested and then modified during development, and we disco-
vered that writing FDL code was an expensive business.

To speed up the process of interface generation, we have developed an interactive
interface construction tool.26 Given graphical representations of the basic interface
object classes, the interface builder can simply pick these and position them as required
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The objectives of the user interface project were to construct a portable, consistent,
appropriate interface to a project support environment which improved user's pro-
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on an interface template. There is no need for the user to know the details of the
underlying language, indeed, the interface designer need not even know that such a
language exists.

The tool which we have devised (Figure 10) provides the interface designer with
the ability to design ECLIPSE control panels. Basic control panel items (buttons,
menus, signs, etc.) may be selected and positioned on a display. The advantages offered
by this approach are

1. The designer is given assistance in laying out the interface.
2. End-users can become involved in interface design.
3. The time needed to construct new interfaces is reduced dramatically. The differ-

ence is perhaps the difference between carrying out computations using a spread-
sheet and writing a FORTRAN program to carry out the same computations!
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Figure 10. The interface creation tool
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ductivity by speeding up system interaction, reducing learning time and reducing user
errors. The system which has been built offers a consistent interface (the 'control

panel'), includes facilities to help users learn about the system, and is portable inasmuch
as it can be moved to another machine by rehosting the applications interface software.

We believe that we have been successful in achieving our initial objectives but, at
the time of writing, we have not yet carried out any formal evaluations of the ECLIPSE
UI. However, hooks and tools for evaluation have been provided with the interface
and it is intended to start an evaluation program in 1988. This will involve theoretical
interface modelling, user observations and questionnaires and analyses of the message
logs collected by the system.
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